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A complete Phonics and Word Study Curriculum for each of the primary grades with 100 Minilessons for Kindergarten.
Offers reading teachers effective strategies for helping students in kindergarten through third grade overcome reading and writing difficulties and become proficient readers.
Literacy for the 21st Century, 2e, gives students the strategies and ability to teach literacy effectively in Australian classrooms. Linking the theory and research to classroom practice, and with a greater
emphasis on the use of digital literacies, students will gain a practical understanding of teaching reading and writing.
Intended for K-3 classroom teachers, explains how to create a balanced literacy program based on guided reading and supported by reading aloud, shared reading, interactive writing, and other approaches.
Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support
Units of Study in Phonics
Responsive Teaching Across the Grades
Phonemic Awareness
Teaching Resources Grade 3
How Language and Literacy Come Together, K-2
Reading Made Easy With Blend Phonics for First Grade
Fresh new cover, same great content! In 1996, Gay Su Pinnell and Irene Fountas presented Guided Reading, the most comprehensive guided reading resource ever published. Hailed for its practical,
systematic approach, the book showed hundreds of thousands of teachers how to address the needs of the whole classroom as well as individual readers. Now, with the publication of Word Matters, Pinnell
and Fountas offer K-3 teachers the same unparalleled support, this time focusing on phonics and spelling instruction. Word Matters presents essential information on designing and implementing a highquality, systematic literacy program to help children learn about letters, sounds, and words. The central goal is to teach children to become "word solvers": readers who can take words apart while reading for
meaning, and writers who can construct words while writing to communicate. Where similar books are narrow in focus, Word Matters presents the theoretical underpinnings and practical wherewithal of word
study in three contexts: word study that includes systematically planned and applied experiences focusing on the elements of letters and words writing, including how children use phoneme-grapheme
relationships, word patterns, and principles to develop spelling ability reading, including teaching children how to solve words with the use of phonics and visual-analysis skills as they read for meaning. Each
topic is supported with a variety of practical tools: reproducible sheets for a word study system and for writing workshop; lists of spelling minilessons; and extensive word lists, including frequently used words,
antonyms, synonyms, and more. Armed with these tools-and the tried-and-true wisdom of Gay Su Pinnell and Irene Fountas-teachers can help students develop not just the "essential skills," but also a joyful
appreciation of their own literacy.
Teachers facing the challenge of meeting the diverse reading needs of students will find the structure and tools they need in Jan Richardson's powerful approach to guided reading. Richardson has identified
the essential components of an effective guided reading lesson: targeted assessments, data analysis that pinpoints specific strategies students need, and the use of guided writing to support the reading
process. Each chapter contains planning sheets to help teachers analyze assessments in order to group students and select a teaching focus Includes detailed, ready-to-go lesson plans for all stages of
reading: emergent, early, transitional, and fluent
Help all learners transition successfully from beginning to intermediate literacy levels with these classroom-tested instructional strategies and specialized assessment tools for word study, reading, and writing.
"Engages students in inquiry that leads to the discovery and understanding of a general principle they can apply to their own independent reading" -Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) Orange (Grade K) Program Guide
Guided Reading
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum
LLI Gold System
The Next Step in Guided Reading
Phonics from A to Z
Literacy intervention should be swift and powerful--and this approach by Jan Richardson and Ellen Lewis provides fast results! After only 6-8 weeks of intervention, students can gain
the confidence, proficiency, and skills they need to excel as readers and exit intervention! Based on Jan's bestselling The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading, this companion
volume is intended to be used together in order to best implement the RISE framework.. The Next Step Forward in Reading Intervention offers intensive, short-term, targeted
instruction in reading, writing, word study, and comprehension. It's a step-by-step handbook for literacy teachers, literacy coaches, and reading specialists who are looking for a
proven reading invention program that really works. "RISE has truly changed the face of intervention at our school." -- Ranita Glenn, Reading Specialist and RISE instructor, Hardy
Elementary School, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Interactive Writing is specifically focused on the early phases of writing, and has special relevance to prekindergarten, kindergarten, grade 1 and 2 teachers.
"In second grade, children move from a "little-kid" focus on print to a "big-kid" focus on meaning. The first unit, Second-Grade Reading Growth Spurt, teaches children to take charge
of their reading, drawing on everything they know to figure out hard words, understand author's craft, and build big ideas about the books they read. Children learn that books can
be their teachers in the second unit, Becoming Experts: Reading Nonfiction, in which they learn more about familiar topics and grow understanding of new topics while working on
word solving, vocabulary development, and comparing and contrasting information across texts. In the third unit, Bigger Books Mean Amping Up Reading Power, children learn
strategies to build three foundational reading skills--fluency, understanding figurative language, and comprehension. In the final unit for second grade, Series Book Clubs, children
work within book clubs to study author's craft to understand ways authors use word choice, figurative language, punctuation, and even patterns to construct a series and evoke
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feelings in readers"--Pearson.com.
Mufaro was a happy man. Everyone agreed that his two daughters were very beautiful. Nyasha was kind and considerate as well as beautiful, but everyone -- except Mufaro -- knew
that Manyara was selfish, badtempered, and spoiled. When the king decided to take a wife and invited "The Most Worthy and Beautiful Daughters in the Land" to appear before him,
Mufaro declared proudly that only the king could choose between Nyasha and Manyara. Manyara, of course, didn't agree, and set out to make certain that she would be chosen. John
Steptoe has created a memorable modem fable of pride going before a fall, in keeping with the moral of the folktale that was his inspiration. He has illustrated it with stunning
paintings that glow with the beauty, warmth, and internal vision of the land and people of his ancestors.
Your Guide to Every Day Literacy Teaching: Grade 3
The Reading Strategies Book
Report of the National Reading Panel : Teaching Children to Read : an Evidence-based Assessment of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading and Its Implications for Reading
Instruction
A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching Prek-8
Targeted Phonics: More Consonants, Blends, and Digraphs:Assessment Guide Book
The Next Step Forward in Reading Intervention
Stages of Reading Development

"The new Units of study in phonics provide a lean and concise instructional pathway in phonics that is realistic and doable, and
that taps into kids' skills and energy for tackling the fabulous challenge of learning to read and write, introduce high-leverage
phonics concepts and strategies in a way that keeps pace with students' reading and writing and helps them understand when, how,
and why they can use phonics to read and write, offer delightfully fun and engaging storylines, classroom mascots, songs, chants,
rhymes, and games to help students fall head over heels in love with phonics and to create a joyous community of learners, align
with state-of-the-art reading and writing workshops for a coherent approach in which terminology, tools, rituals, and methods are
shared in ways that benefit both teachers and kids."--provided by publisher.
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a powerful early intervention system that can change the path of a
student's journey to literacy. The LLI Orange System is specifically targeted at Foundation/Kindergaten students. Please note the
program guide is not suitable for educators who have not yet purchased an LLI Orange System. This component is only available
separately so that schools with the LLI Orange System can purchase additional copies of the program guide if they require. Find
out more about the Fountas & Pinnell LLI System at www.pearson.com.au/primary/LLI
A #1 bestseller on Amazon for early childhood education with more than half a million copies in print, Teach Your Child to Read in
100 Easy Lessons will give your child the reading skills needed now for a better chance at tomorrow, while bringing you and your
child closer together. Is your child halfway through first grade and still unable to read? Is your preschooler bored with coloring
and ready for reading? Do you want to help your child read, but are afraid you'll do something wrong? Teach Your Child to Read in
100 Easy Lessons is a complete, step-by-step program that shows patents simply and clearly how to teach their children to read.
Twenty minutes a day is all you need, and within 100 teaching days your child will be reading on a solid second-grade reading
level. It's a sensible, easy-to-follow, and enjoyable way to help your child gain the essential skills of reading. Everything you
need is here—no paste, no scissors, no flash cards, no complicated directions—just you and your child learning together. One
hundred lessons, fully illustrated and color-coded for clarity, give your child the basic and more advanced skills needed to
become a good reader.
The ultimate guide for parents who dream of having a little less chaos and a lot more time for the good things in life Written by
mother of five, Nicole Avery, this book shows harried parents how, with just a bit of planning, family life can become easier to
manage, less stressful, and decidedly more fun. "Dream on," you say? "I might as well try to herd cats as to get my kids to follow
a lot of arbitrary rules!" And Nicole would agree, which is why Planning with Kids isn't like any other parenting guide out there.
It was inspired by Nicole's blog of the same name, which, over the past three years, has garnered a huge audience of likeminded
parents who have achieved nothing short of miraculous results following her advice. While other prescriptive guides offer mums and
dads cook-cutter solutions to the challenges of raising kids, this handbook focuses on one simple, straightforward idea: by
implementing a few simple strategies for how you do things, you'll make more time for you to be you and your kids to be kids.
You'll find strategies for streamlining and enhancing everything from the routines of daily life, to family relationships, to
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budgeting and finances, playtime and much more! Contains a full section on menus and cooking, including recipes, supported online
by a planning-with-family meal planner Divided into sections so that readers can dip-in and dip-out for information as they need
it as their family expands and grows up!
Big Cats, Little Cats
Phonics Lessons
Literacy Teaching Guide
David's Drawings
The Continuum of Literacy Learning, Grades K-8
When Readers Struggle
Focused Assessments and Targeted Lessons for Helping Every Student Become a Better Reader
With hit books that support strategic reading through conferring, small groups, and assessment, Jen Serravallo gets emails almost daily
asking, "Isn't there a book of the strategies themselves?" Now there is. "Strategies make the often invisible work of reading actionable and
visible," Jen writes. In The Reading Strategies Book, she collects 300 strategies to share with readers in support of thirteen goalseverything from fluency to literary analysis. Each strategy is cross-linked to skills, genres, and Fountas & Pinnell reading levels to give
you just-right teaching, just in time. With Jen's help you'll: develop goals for every reader give students step-by-step strategies for
skilled reading guide readers with prompts aligned to the strategies adjust instruction to meet individual needs with Jen's Teaching Tips
craft demonstrations and explanations with her Lesson Language learn more with Hat Tips to the work of influential teacher-authors. Whether
you use readers workshop, Daily 5/CAFE, guided reading, balanced reading, a core reading program, whole-class novels, or any other approach,
The Reading Strategies Book will complement and extend your teaching. Rely on it to plan and implement goal-directed, differentiated
instruction for individuals, small groups, and whole classes. "We offer strategies to readers to put the work in doable terms for those who
are still practicing," writes Jen Serravallo. "The goal is not that they can do the steps of the strategy but that they become more
comfortable and competent with a new skill." With The Reading Strategies Book, you'll have ways to help your readers make progress every day.
Examines the basic stages in a child's development of reading skills and suggests methods for aiding this learning process in school and at
home
Take advantage of our pre-publication price and order now! What can change the landscape of literacy education in every classroom? The
Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum: Expanded Edition! The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum: Expanded Edition is the newest edition of
the beloved Continuum of Literacy Learning resource by best-selling literacy authors and educators, Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. There
has never been a more comprehensive resource available to teachers that does what the continuum does - provide specific behaviors and
understandings that are required at each level for students to demonstrate thinking within, beyond, and about the text. These behaviors and
understandings describe what students will be expected to do in order to effectively read and understand the text. More in-depth, more
intuitive, and more essential than ever-The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded Edition enables teachers to construct a common
vision for student achievement that effectively and efficiently engages all students in the robust, authentic and meaningful literacy
learning every child deserves. The Literacy Continuum provides a way to look for specific evidence of learning from prekindergarten through
grade eight, and across eight instructional contexts. Each instructional context contributes substantially, in different but complementary
ways, to students' development of the literacy process. With this indispensable literacy tool, Fountas and Pinnell remind you of The Literacy
Continuum's critical role in transforming literacy teaching and learning. (Re)Discover The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded
Edition to: elevate your language and literacy expertise develop an understanding of the demands of texts on readers build your understanding
of the reading and writing process and how it changes over time hone your observation of students' literacy behaviors teach toward student
integration of the Systems of Strategic Actions articulate the literacy curriculum within and across grade levels activate the responsive
teaching that meets students where they are and brings them forward with intention and precision build professional learning opportunities
with colleagues create a common vision and common language for literacy in your school. Look for these new enhancements inside: Streamlined
organization and navigation Expanded behaviors and examples across the continua First appearance of a behavior or goal or text characteristic
is indicated by a red square (Behaviors are acquired and then elaborated over time) Clear organization of and explicit links to the Systems
of Strategic Actions Four-color design for clarity and focus Also check out our new on-demand mini-course: Thinking and Talking About Books
Across the Day.
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Presents a comprehensive curriculum document that provides a vision of language and literacy development for students in kindergarten through
grade 8. The book contains the same text characteristics and goals as the K-2 and 3-8 books but instead is organized along the following
instructional contexts: interactive read-aloud and literature discussion; shared and performance reading; writing about reading; writing;
oral, visual, and technological communication; phonics, spelling, and word study; and guided reading.
Common Causes of Failure and 7 Ingredients for Success
English Language Learners Day by Day, K-6
A Practical Guide
Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters
System Guide
Good First Teaching for All Children
A Guide to Organising the Chaos to Make More Time for Parenting
This is a brief exploration of running records, explaining why to use them, how they relate to teaching, and how to administer them.
This guide recognizes the challenges teachers face when working with English language learners, and responds with realistic and practical solutions. This book on ELL
instruction will help mainstream and preservice teachers better understand how they can make their classrooms a place where English language learners thrive.--[book cover]
Word mastery, a course in phonics for the first three grades. By Florence Akin, teacher in Primary Grades, Pasadena, California.
Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) Orange (Grade K) Program Guide
Plus Blend Phonics Fluency Drills
Teaching that Works
Word Study Lessons
A Complete Guide to Literacy, Content-area, and Language Instruction
The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading
Developmental Reading Assessment
Planning with Kids
A Complete Phonics and Word Study Curriculum for each of the primary grades With 100 minilessons for each of the three grade levels, you can use the month-bymonth planning guide, the assessment checklists, and the lesson selection
map to choose the lessons that align with your student's needs and the Word Study Continuum. The Continuum encompasses nine scientific categories of learning: Early Literacy Concepts High-Frequency Words Phonological
and Phonemic Awareness Spelling Patterns Letter Knowledge Word Structure Letter/Sound Relationships Word-Solving Actions Word Meaning Each 4-page lesson includes: 1. Professional Understandings
Explanations of underlying principles research, and suggestions for working with English Language Learners 2. 3-part Lesson plan Teach Step by step instructions for implementing the lesson Apply Application activities and routines
for teaching them Share Guidelines for reinforcing principles and helping children share their learning 3. Follow-up Assessment links to literacy framework, extensions, and home connections
Much has been written on the topic of guided reading over the last twenty years, but no other leaders in literacy education have championed the topic with such depth and breadth as Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. In the highly
anticipated second edition of Guided Reading, Fountas and Pinnell remind you of guided reading's critical value within a comprehensive literacy system, and the reflective, responsive teaching required to realize its full potential. Now with
Guided Reading, Second Edition, (re)discover the essential elements of guided reading through: a wider and more comprehensive look at its place within a coherent literacy system a refined and deeper understanding of its complexity an
examination of the steps in implementation-from observing and assessing literacy behaviors, to grouping in a thoughtful and dynamic way, to analyzing texts, to teaching the lesson the teaching for systems of strategic actions a rich text base
that can support and extend student learning the re-emerging role of shared reading as a way to lead guided and independent reading forward the development of managed independent learning across the grades an in-depth exploration of
responsive teaching the role of facilitative language in supporting change over time in students' processing systems the identification of high-priority shifts in learning to focus on at each text level the creation of a learning environment
within which literacy and language can flourish. Through guided reading, students learn how to engage in every facet of the reading process and apply their reading power to all literacy contexts. Also check out our new on-demand minicourse: Introducing Texts Effectively in Guided Reading Lessons
Jan Richardson s highly anticipated update to the classic bestseller The Next Step in Guided Reading helps you and your students move forward."
Provides an explanation of phonics, a method of reading instruction that focuses on the relationship between sounds and their spellings, and features over one hundred activities for the classroom, as well as sample lessons, word lists, and
teaching strategies.
The Rise Framework
Remedial Training for Students with Specific Disability in Reading, Spelling, and Penmanship
Matching Texts to Readers for Effective Teaching
Literacy for the 21st Century
LLI Red System
Grade 1
An Assess-Decide-Guide Framework for Supporting Every Reader

In a Fresh Look at Phonics, Wiley Blevins, author of the blockbuster Phonics from A-Z, explains the 7 ingredients of phonics instruction that lead to the greatest student gains,
based on two decades of research in classrooms. For each of these seven must-haves, Wiley shares lessons, routines, word lists, tips for ELL and advanced learners, and advice
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on pitfalls to avoid regarding pacing, decodable texts, transition time, and more. A Fresh Look at Phonics is the evidence-based solution you have been seeking that ensures all
students develop a solid foundation for reading.
Gives middle school teachers a range of tools to help monitor literacy behavior continuously as they teach, as well as conduct periodic assessments for accountability. Intended to
guide teachers' ongoing observations of student's progress within a literature-based reading program.
Compares the behavior of wild cats and house cats.
Now in paperback, this award-winning story tells of a young African American boy who makes friends in school by letting his classmates help with his drawing of a bare winter tree.
Leveled Books (K-8)
Running Records
Letters, Words, and How They Work
Word Matters
The Gillingham Manual
Grade 2
Teaching Phonics and Spelling in the Reading/Writing Classroom
In this multisensory phonics technique, students first learn the sounds of letters, and the build these letter-sounds into words. Visual, auditory and kinesthetic associations are used to remember the concepts.
Training is recommended.
Discusses the use of leveled texts in kindergarten through eighth-grade classrooms, examines the "text base" needed for effective language literacy instruction, provides guidelines for creating a high-quality leveled
book collection and matching books to readers, and explains how to analyze and level books.
Reading Made Easy with Blend Phonics for First Grade was first published in 1980 by Hazel Logan Loring, who had taught it for many years in her first grade classes. It features instruction in directional guidance,
which helps prevent reversals in reading. It has also proven very valuable in helping older students with reading problems. The accompanying Blend Phonics Fluency Drills were written by Mr. Donald L. Potter to
help students to develop high levels of decoding fluency (accuracy and speed). The Fluency Drills have proven particularly valuable in helping struggling readers to overcome the whole-word guessing habit and
improve reading efficiency.
Interactive Writing
For Classroom Teachers
Building Bridges From Early to Intermediate Literacy, Grades 2-4
Grade K
A Fresh Look at Phonics, Grades K-2
Word mastery
The Reading Minilessons Book
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